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, ' I ,... .. 246' . . ' 248,,' ,"'.The ,,:spontaneous fission half-J-ives of Fmand Fm were determined.
The n~w nuclides 244Fm and 245Fm were identified and their ,decay studied.
'In two recent papers l ,2) we presented a discussion of the available' data on the spontaneous-fission half-lives of nuclides near the 152-neutron sub-shell. These data, especially the reassignment of the 2.3 -second spon-. taneous fission activity from 25 4 N0 3,.4) to ~~~~, suggest that the fission half-, lives of the even-even isotopes of the heaviest elements exhibit a sharp maximum ,"
at N = 152 and decrease rapidly at neutron numbers not only above 152 but also below it. The main purpose of this letter 1s to report new experimental evidence for the latter trend in the case of three light isotopes of fermium. 248 We have observed a spontaneous-fission branching in the decay ofFm ":
and 246Fm using mica to scan a rotating drum, recoil-collection device. These " nuclides wer~ produced by bombarding targets of 2 33 u, 235u and 23 6 U with beams' ,of 160 ions and targets of 239pu and 240pu with 12C ions. The targets were This report was prepared as an account of Gov~rnment sponsored work.
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